
Make outbound call 
or receive in-bound 
call from beneficiary

Call SPOP line to 
verify eligibility and 
record confirmation 

number. Put 
member on hold 

during this time, a 
three way call is not 

necessary.
 (866-211-0544)

Does the 
beneficiary have 
Medicaid or LIS?

Three way call the 
AVL line with the 

beneficiary 
 to complete SOA.

(CCP: 877-780-3920) 
(PDP: 877-297-3625)

Via a phone call complete an in-depth plan review 
including discussing plan premiums, preventive 

services, hospital, ER, ambulance, supplemental, and 
Part D drug coverage (if applicable). 

(this call does not have to be recorded)

Is the beneficiary 
ready to enroll?

Start application for CCP or PDP via 
DocuSign. The agent should complete 

the application while on the phone 
with the beneficiary, but this call does 

not have to be recorded.
(utilize job aid)

Go back to review 
plans in their area 

OR set future 
appointment time 
for another call.

Field Sales Agent DocuSign Flow

Yes

YES NO

IMPORTANT NOTES:
 The beneficiary must have an email address and device that 

can access the internet (smart phone, tablet, computer)
 You must complete a SOA via the AVL or DocuSign prior to 

beginning a CCP or PDP application
 You must click  finish  at the end of the application AND 

receive confirmation that it was completed via email.
 You must securely retain all emails and documents associated 

with this process.
 Password protected 

Complete SOA via 
Docusign

(this call does not 
have to be 
recorded)

NO

OR

Email the Summary of Benefits, Star Ratings 
Document and Comprehensive Formulary for the plan 

you are going to cover to the beneficiary. This is 
REQUIRED prior to beginning the enrollment 

application in DocuSign.
Keep record of this email for compliance purposes.

You can download plan specific documents from 
WellCare s website at: 

https://wellcare-ipc.destinationrx.com/PlanCompare/
2020/consumer/type3/Compare/Home

The agent will need to ask the 
beneficiary all questions that are 

included in the application and record 
their response via DocuSign.

The agent will enter their name and 
email as well as the beneficiary s name 

and email

The agent will fill out and sign the SOA per the provided job 
aid. This includes entering the beneficiary's name and 

email. Once the agent has filled out and signed the SOA it 
will automatically be sent to the beneficiary via DocuSign 

for initial and signature. The agent will need to provide the 
password  WellCare2020  to the beneficiary for access to 
the document. Once the beneficiary as completed the SOA 

a fully executed copy will be sent to the agent, the 
beneficiary and the health plan. The agent will be required 

to securely save the completed SOA, per WellCare s 
retention policy.

Review SOA to 
ensure it is complete 
with signatures and 

initials.

Once the agent has filled out the 
application in its entirety (which 

includes the new member checklist), 
they will click  finish  and the 

application will automaticaly be sent 
to the beneficary for review and 

signature

The agent will need to review the filled 
our application with the member and 

ensure all questions are answered 
prior to instructing the member to sign 

the application. The member will 
review and sign the application via 

DocuSign.

If the beneficary is 
applying for a C-SNP 
plan the agent will 

also need to initiate 
and complete the 
CSNP verification 
form via DocuSign

The application will go back to the 
sales agent for final signature and 
 acceptance  per WellCare policy

Once the agent has 
signed the 

application, a copy 
will go to the agent, 
to the beneficiary 
and to the health 

plan

The WellCare Enrollment 
team will own the mailbox 

that fully executed 
applications will be delivered 

to. They will process 
applications accordingly.

The agent will need to provide the 
beneficiary with the password 

 WellCare2020  for the beneficiary to 
access the DocuSign link that was sent 

via email.
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